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Abandon the norm 

 One of the things that my family and I have notice since we have been in Minnesota 

surrounding food is the non-traditional food choices we have made without our family influence.  

Normally we would have a traditional Christmas Dinner with turkey, dressing, mac n cheese, 

greens, mash potatoes, yams, several desserts, food galore.  Last Christmas we had enchiladas, 

refried bean and Spanish rice, cheese cake and vanilla ice. With chips and dip for watching 

movies and lying around. It was nice to not have to perform and be tired the whole day 

because I had been cooking all the night before and that morning.  Sometime traditional is 

great, but is okay to relax  and abandon the norm.  

_________________________________________________________ 

Buttermilk Pancakes 

 My grandma’s homemade buttermilk pancakes bring back countless memories of my 

childhood.  I’ve been eating those pancakes for as long as I can remember.  My grandma never 

used a recipe but always knew the exact ingredients to use.  When I was little my favorite 

way to eat those pancakes was topped with butter, sprinkled with sugar, then rolled up and 

eaten on the go! I continued to eat those pancakes, 1 a day, every day before school up 

through the 6th grade.  At times my grandma would try new pancake recipes: potato, wheat 

flour, sour milk… Nothing compared to the buttermilk. 

 Nowadays when I make pancakes for my kids, from a box, I wish that I had taken the 

time to learn her recipe. 

_________________________________________________________ 

Chili 

 Every year for Christmas my immediate family gets together. Mom (Mary), Dad (Doug) , 3 

boys (Zach, Seth, Dylan), 3 girls (Mandi, Melanie, Molly). Zach brings his wife and their kids 

(Each year seems to add one). There will be 5 kids this year. We all start discussing at 

Thanksgiving what we will have, because everyone is either too picky, or allergic, or something. 

About four years ago, we came to the mutual decision that we would have chili for dinner 

instead of turkey or ham. That worked out so well, that we have stuck with it. Chili for 

Christmas dinner was the best idea ever! 

_________________________________________________________ 

 Crockpot 

 My family loves cooking things in the crock pot.  We like making sloppy joes, roast and 

little smokies.  We always start it in the morning or the night before and it always tastes 

super good.  You can smell it all day while it is cooking in the kitchen.  Plus you can make A 

LOT of food and it is awesome because we love to eat lots of food, especially meat.  Or you 

can cook a lot if you want to have a super bowl party or any sort of get together. I also 

have no problem with leftovers!   

_________________________________________________________ 



 

 

Fried Onions 

Food story is about fried onions.  I really enjoy fried onions right on my cheese burger.  

It reminds me of my favorite burger the patty melt.  Many places don’t serve patty melts.  I 

was in Indiana a few years ago, eating at buffalo wild wings.  I didn’t order wings but I 

wanted a burger and asked for fried onions on them.  The server looked at me really strange.  

She thought I wanted onion rings on my burger.   I said no I want to have fried onions on in.  

She said she can’t fry onions.  I said yes you can you put them in a frying pan and fry them.  

Buffalo wild wings don’t have frying pans.  There was only a few Minnesotans sitting with me.  

The non-Minnesotans were just as confused as the server.  So I never new getting fried onions 

on a burger would be a Minnesota treat.  I thought it was quite common around the country 

but I guess not.   

_________________________________________________________ 

Fried Rice 

My Minnesota food is fried rice. Fried rice is one of the most popular meals amongst the 

Chinese community but it is also common amongst the Nigerian community. The Chinese people 

cook it differently from the Nigerians because, they pour in more secret ingredients that help 

to make the rice very tasty as compared to the Nigerians who make it very spicy. The 

difference is that the Nigerians make it very spicy and they also add a lot more meat or fish 

as compared to the Chinese people who make it just plain but still very tasty. I say this is a 

Minnesota food because, it is what I grew up with and until today it is what I cook and it is 

still my favorite food. 

_________________________________________________________  

Our Traditional German Dishes 

 Halloween just wouldn’t be the same without our family tradition of Bean Soup and 

Pachinla.  Come to think about it we seem to have a German dish for every occasion in our 

house.  Christmas we have German Potato Salad, Easter we serve up Kouga and a summer 

wouldn’t be complete without Watermelon and Noodles.  Thanksgiving we spoil ourselves with 

Shindanoodle! EVERY holiday always include caramel rolls, fresh bread and rolls made by Mom 

with myself and my two girls assisting. 

 Mom took over these traditions while Grandma was still alive to supervise.  She had over 

40 years of practice.  Mom is now gone and it seems as though I have been nominated to pick 

up the tradition for family holidays.  I too have had practice with Mom watching over and 

maybe in 40 years I will be just like her! 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 

 

What kind of Haggis is this? 

Coming from Scotland I have seen my fair share of haggis in my time. I moved to 

Minnesota in January on this year. Recently I went to the annual Scottish festival held here in 

Minnesota. I was with another Scotsman who wanted to get sum haggis from the food van that 

was on service at the festival. What he was given certainly not haggis. I am sure that is was 

a hamburger cut into as many bits as possible. He wolfed it down whilst complaining about how 

this in no way was haggis. I refused to try it. I have only had haggis once as a young ten 

year old boy at a Burns supper. The thought of eating a sheep’s stomach still haunts me to 

this day. I wonder what they served off as haggis that day in Minnesota? 

 _________________________________________________________ 

Homemade Sausage 

 In my mind there is nothing better than homemade food, and homemade sausage is 

definitely  number one on my list of favorites. Every December, a few weeks before Christmas, 

my whole family gets together at my great uncle Vietie's house in Pierz, Minnesota  for our 

annual Preimesberger Sausage Making. While all of the women sit up stairs and chit-chat, all 

of the men and children are down in the basement surrounding two large metal buckets filled 

with meat. The older guys start to add all the spices and each child gets a turn to sink their 

hands into the gooey meat and mix it all up. Once it is mixed it is time to put it into the 

casings. My favorite part of the process is getting to crank the handle and watch the casing 

fill up. Of course we always run out of casings, so all the children pile into a car and head 

out to the local butcher shop to pick up some more. Every year when we walk into the shop, 

Andy Thielen always says, “Must be sausage day for the 'Bergers!” and hands us our pile of 

sausage casings. 

 Once we have cased every last drop of meat, its time to bring them out back to the 

smoke house.  There isn't a much better smell than homemade sausage cooking in the smoke 

house! While it is cooking, all of us kids pile on our snow gear, grab the sleds, and head for 

the hill down the road. After a while of sledding, and snow ball fights, we head back to the 

house just in time to see and smell auntie Shirley frying up some sausage. That first bite of 

fresh sausage is a taste that is hard to beat. Homemade sausage is easily one of my favorite 

foods! 

 _________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Jell-O 

Every year, my family and I get together at my aunt’s house for holidays like Christmas, 

Thanksgiving, Easter, and Mother’s Day. My aunt makes her home made green and white Jell-O 

every holiday. I forget what it is called but my whole family loves it and I think it has a 

really bad taste and texture. Sometimes I eat it just to make my aunt feel good about herself, 

but I think it’s pretty much obvious that I hate it. Another traditional food that my aunt 

makes is her Christmas wreath treats made out of corn flakes, melted marshmallows, and green 

food coloring. You can also add red hots to add decoration. There really delicious and make a 

great Christmas themed treat for kids and the whole family.  

_________________________________________________________ 

Lebanese 

  Let me start by saying I got good memories from thinking about this assignment. I would 

have to say that growing up I had a crazy family, to say the least, so I didn’t really have 

any typical stories like you used in class, but there was one amazing women in my life that 

made a foot print in my life. Grandma was a full blooded Lebanese woman with a heart of 

gold. When she wasn’t in church or helping someone she was cooking. Every Saturday for my 

whole life she cooked a full Lebanese meal for not only my family, but the entire neighborhood 

including neighbors, teachers, and local firefighters. As Northeast became a little shadier the 

family began to let her know to not invite just anyone in her home, but it was still a full 

house. Her food was amazing and the recipe was straight off the boat from her mother my 

great grandmother. I would list the food if I could spell it, but I can’t. I can tell you that I 

grew up eating raw meat and enjoyed it a lot. Grandma would still be cooking if she wasn’t in 

an old folk’s home. Can’t explain how great she was, and how much many miss her cooking. 

 _________________________________________________________ 

Lutefisk 

 I work at an assisted living in a home where the food gets delivered to us from the 

main building. One day, we received our food from the main building and I looked at the 

dessert that was sent for the residents. It was a yellowish rubbery substance and I did not 

know what it was. I looked on the menu and I saw the word “lutefisk.” I said to my co-

worker “Do you know what loot-fisk is?” She laughed at me and told me what it was and how 

it has been a Minnesotan tradition for years. I was thoroughly embarrassed and I was even 

brave enough to try a sample of it. Although it did not appeal to my taste-buds, I learned a 

little bit about traditional Minnesotan food. 

 _________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Lutefisk 

 Food in Minnesota is an interesting topic.  Depending on who you would ask, I'm sure a 

multitude of replies could be formed.  If you ask me, Minnesotan food is really a derivative of 

Scandinavian, specifically Norwegian traditional foods.  Being a descendent of third-generation 

Norwegian immigrants myself on my father's side, we have carried on the Norwegian holiday 

traditions over the years although I must admit it has been dwindling over the past few years.  

One of the items I am referring to of course, is the Norwegian delicacy known as lutefisk.  

Lutefisk can be literally translated to mean “lye-fish” in English.  The reasoning for this 

becomes obvious if you know anything about it.  Lutefisk is essentially aged cod, stockfish, or 

whitefish (doesn't really make too much of a difference as it all tastes the same anyways) 

soaked in lye.  This “delicacy” is known for its remarkably gelatinous texture and strong, 

pungent odor.  I can remember my first time eating lutefisk, as it is customary to have this 

dish at least once over the holiday season.  I can also attest to its gelatinous and odorous 

properties.  Personally, I am not a fan, but I can stomach it more or less for the simple fact 

that I am proud of my Nordic heritage.  Food in Minnesota, or in my case, traditional 

Norwegian and Nordic cuisine, I strongly believe really does have a whole lot to do with 

family.  One could go as far as to say, the family that eats together, stays together.  I 

believe that to be especially true with my family, and often Minnesotan families in general.    

 _________________________________________________________ 

Papaya 

Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and special occasion are the time to eat as much as 

we want. We would have papaya salad, sweet pork, rice, eggrolls, spring rolls, chicken wings, 

chicken curry, and some other dish with curry. During these times my mom cooks most of the 

food but one of my favorite is sweet pork with eggs. The texture of the pork is so soft and 

the taste is sweet from the soy sauce. The pork and the egg are covered in soy sauce over 

night in the fridge. The next day the pork would be cook until its soft, once it’s soft the eggs 

would go in with the pork. It can be cooked up to three hours. It’s a process to make the 

sweet pork that is why only on special days it would be cooked.  

My mom said that when they were in Laos, they couldn’t make it because they couldn’t afford 

to buy the meat, eggs, and the soy sauce. Since they are in America, they can buy all the 

stuff and add different things in to make it spice up.  

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



Potato salad 

Every 4th of July my Mother would make the potato salad to bring to the annual get 

together at Cedar Lake near Faribault, MN.  She seemed to make a day out of making it and I 

can remember helping her with the hard boiled eggs and peeling the potatoes.  I don’t think 

she used a recipe but it always turned out the same and it was great.  Well Mom died in 2004 

and my sister said she would bring the potato salad that summer.  That sounded good to me I 

figured she would do a good job and try to make it just like Mom did.  It’s now the 4th of 

July and I load up on the usual ham, potato salad and everything else.  After reminiscing 

about Mom for a bit I tried the potato salad and immediately knew something was wrong.  I 

kept it to myself for a while and nobody else seemed to notice anything wrong.  I just had to 

find out what happened.  My sister is a little hyper and did not want to spend all day to make 

it the same way.  She confessed to me that she bought potato salad from the store and then 

just added a few things to try to make it the same.  I was not fooled at all and she felt a 

little bad for trying to take a short cut.  She is now banned from bringing the potato salad if 

I am going to be there. 

 _________________________________________________________ 

Ground Beef 

Where I grew up (Gaylord, Minnesota) there was a family owned meat market that sold 

its family recipe of seasoned ground beef, it was very popular in town and a treat to have it 

at home. On two annual events, the meat market donated their seasoned ground beef. First, 

there was the Fourth of July celebration where the seasoned ground beef was made into 

hamburger patties and sold from the pavilion at the park. Second was the Pow Wow Days, 

where skeet shooting and bingo were the attractions. I never really knew what was celebrated 

during Pow Wow Days, but I do remember being anxious to go for the hamburgers and the 

bingo.  

 _________________________________________________________ 

Rice and Stew 

  One Minnesota food which I love to eat and cook is Rice and Stew. It is a West African 

meal that is well known not only by West Africans but by all Africans all over the world. It is 

one of the most nutritious meals I know and it is also easy to make. It is called a Minnesota 

food because, I used to cook and eat it back home and now I am able to find similar 

ingredients in little food stores that can help me make the same meal. Though it wouldn’t taste 

exactly like the real, fresh ingredients but it is still as delicious. My grand mom loves this 

meal as well, even though she loves cooking it on her own because she has certain ingredients 

which she uses to spice hers up a little bit more than mine. I don’t like hers because it is 

very spicy yet it still tastes as delicious as when I cook it! 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

S’mores 

So every summer when I was little we would go to the family cabin outside of Detroit 

Lakes and spend a week or so staying in this tiny little cabin with 2 beds a shower that didn’t 

work and tiny kitchen.  The cabin has recently been redone and now was 4 bedrooms, and two 

baths on two floors.  The first day we would go cut roasting sticks from a huge willow tree 

that sat half way up the hill.  At night we would sit around the fire ring and shoot the 

breeze while making s’mores.   They were like the best thing in the world when I was 

younger.  After the chocolate was gone we would just roast marshmallows.  By the end of the 

night I would have marshmallow all over the place and have to go swimming in the lake to 

wash it off.   The next night we would do it again  

 _________________________________________________________ 

Sauerkraut 

My food paragraph will be on Sauerkraut.  My Grandmother used to make homemade 

Sauerkraut on her front porch in humungous redwing crocks.  I remember the lids being so 

heavy that I could hardly lift them off to check the kraut.  Coming from a German family, we 

had kraut very often.  My Grandma never wasted a thing when it came to cooking.  She may 

have gotten me to love sauerkraut, but she will never get me to like Head Cheese.  I love 

sauerkraut so much…. I even love it on pizza.  I can eat it straight with nothing with it.  I 

remember my grandma knowing right when it was ready by how it tasted, when to me it just 

tasted like rotten cabbage.  It doesn’t taste like that to me now days, it did when I was 

little.  Sauerkraut these days is a thing of the past.  Perhaps it was a fad back in the day?  

Long Live the Krauts! 

 _________________________________________________________ 

Sauerkraut and ribs 

 On a spring day while returning home from school, I stopped at my neighbor Travis’s 

house. While we were inside talking about our next football season my sister came running in 

screaming and crying. As she was running for the phone Travis and I halted my sister and 

asked what was going on. She stated frantically “Someone broke into the house and farted and 

it smells really bad”. So Travis and I grabbed some baseball bats and went out to investigate. 

Upon entering the house I knew it was one of my favorite dished, Sauerkraut. To this day I 

have yet to find a place that can hold a stick to my mother’s sauerkraut and ribs. If you are 

looking for a recommendation, if your ever in the Leech Lake area stop in at the Bra House  

just outside of Walker. 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  



Sekamelska Soppa 

What have “fish eyes and glue” to do with a Geography class assignment entitled Minnesota Food 

Paragraph? 

Give up?  It’s simple. In Finnish we call it “sekamelska soppa”. However, in English there is 

nothing verbatim for the first word other than these noun choices: 1) patchwork; 2) jumble; 3) 

hotchpotch; 4) shambles; 5) hodge-podge; 6) muddle; 7) turmoil; 8) welter; 9) huddle; 10) snarl; 11) 

huggermugger; 12) upset we say; followed by the word “soup”… otherwise the American’s just call it 

fruit soup; yet, I prefer to call it sekamelska soppa. 

Every family festival time (table setting) would not be complete without a bowl of sekamelska 

soppa. This sekamelska soppa is part of our family tradition. In fact, sekamelska soppa should be part 

of everyone’s diet. You may choose to control your regularity with sekamelska soppa; especially so, if 

you cannot reverse the effects of aging. For everyone knows, and anyone challenged with aging 

recognizes that you must maintain your regularity; moreover, if today you are suffering from irregularity 

then listen up.  

Today I want to inform you about sekamelska soppa. Sekamelska soppa can help with regularity. 

Sekamelska soppa, because it has prunes, apricots, and raisins, all in a sugary tapioca pudding slurry 

(the tapioca pudding is what gives it the “fish eyes and glue” texture and appearance) is what can 

work wonders when those festive family occasions require no more of us than to sit around and eat all 

day and all night. 

I don’t know who is to blame, or praise for this traditionally Finnish food; which is typically 

eaten as dessert. However, most everyone should be acquainted with how prunes can help with 

regularity; except, who can eat those either. Therefore, some well-meaning mother from ages ago must 

have contrived this concoction as something that would be easier to get the kids to eat. From there it 

must just have been carried along; something like, angel fruit cake.    

Nevertheless, for those who know, or have eaten sekamelska soppa regularly, will readily attest 

to the effectiveness of this simple, inexpensive and yet powerfully effective home remedy. Furthermore, it 

sure tastes better than any traditional over the counter laxatives which would be your only option for 

gastrointestinal distress. 

All the same, the future of sekamelska soppa does not look good. This may be because it only 

appeals to this older generation that grew up with it; in fact, my generation which serves as the bridge 

from the old generation to this new generation finds few believers in the digestive value of sekamelska 

soppa. Therefore, most of the younger set finds no compulsion to eat, let alone taste sekamelska soppa. 

This may be because this slippery brown concoction appears to have fish eyes staring back at you. And 

yet, if you can get past the look of it, or those eyes looking back at you, it is actually quite good. 

Now you know a little more about sekamelska soppa, its origins, and how it’s made yet today. 

You have heard too, of the forces that are trying to close the lid on this once, and yet still great 

product. What you may not have known is that this sekamelska soppa can still help make you regular. 

As for me, just a dumb Finlander, I will keep eating it … why? Because, believe me, it really works. 

One last thing, next time you’re feeling a little queasy try some sekamelska soppa and happy 

regularity to you!  

_________________________________________________________ 

 



Soup 

 On a cold winter night here in Minnesota nothing makes you feel better than a steaming 

bowl of soup to warm you up.  Chicken and wild rice soup is a Minnesota staple.  It has to be 

creamy, spotted black from the wild rice, crammed full of a few select vegetables, shredded 

chicken remains hidden as the melted cheese (usually mozzarella or provolone) weaves it all 

together into one dish.  A few selected restaurants around the cities make it right.  However, 

if you want the best you have to drive all the way up to Ely and pull into a place called the 

Grand Ely Lodge.  Served with warm fresh bread and piping hot you can’t find any better. 

_________________________________________________________ 

Spam 

Spam.  Just the word gives me the chills.  That rounded, rectangular can that when 

opened contains one of the most foul substances known to man.  I personally refer to it as 

“Meat Jello”, since it is covered in that mystery slim and somewhat jiggles when it is removed 

from the can.   

All of my life my parents have had an odd affection for Spam.  They like to cut it up, 

place on bread in the broiler and serve it as sandwiches.  It was determined long, long ago 

that this girl is not a particular fan of Spam, and it has been the bane of my existence and a 

family joke ever since.  I even gave my dad an “antique” tin Spam sign for Christmas one 

year, and at one point came across mini-cans of Mexican spam that they still have on display 

in the kitchen.  I suppose my parents love for this creepy canned meat stems from the fact 

that they grew up in the 1950’s and 1960’s, and their parents had been directly impacted by 

the Great Depression, plus times were simple back then and you ate what was put in front of 

you.  Not me.  After I was finally old enough to actually voice my displeasure of Spam, and be 

taken seriously, when the old spam sandwiches came out, I was able to have a grilled cheese 

sandwich instead.  So I guess we can’t say my parents don’t love me; they didn’t force their 

only daughter to eat something that she puts on the same level as worms or cow pies.  For 

the record, I told my dad I was writing an assignment on Spam and he was greatly amused.  

He started to sing when I told him, so from the mouth of Pete Bosch, “Spam is the best food 

in the world….”  It’s a wonder that I am a mostly normal person.     

_________________________________________________________ 

Stew 

 Every family gathering with my grand-parents from the iron range there are a few 

things that seem to pop up every time. Stew is one, and their view is that it could always use 

more salt. Potatoes are another that come up at meals in the mashed or stewed form, served 

with cranberries and gravey. If it's thanksgiving you can bet the dishes have cranberries. 

Pastasalad is a must, and there is always some meat that has just popped out of the crock 

pot. Ketchup is used religiously to the extent it could be called the main course. 

_________________________________________________________ 

 



  

Thanks! Thanksgiving… 

 Thanksgiving, the best time of the year. Yes even better than Christmas. It’s the time of 

the year when the whole family gathers. I mean aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents, and 

sometimes a new family member or two. That’s a lot of people crowded into the basement of 

my aunt and uncle’s tiny 1,600 sq. ft. rambler. Well there’s a line. Every year I anticipate my 

aunt’s oven cooked turkey. It’s cooked to perfection, shredded up, and mixed with soft, thin 

vermicelli noodles. Perfectly seasoned, not at all dry. Egg rolls, fried shrimp, sticky rice, ground 

chili pepper, and salad are all I need. Times 3 of course. There’s other food there too, but I 

don’t pay much attention to them. Funny thing is, this is the first of three stops that day.   

 _________________________________________________________ 

The Birthday Girl that Hates Turkey 

 I had the unfortunate luck of being born on November 26th.  That meant, whenever our 

family got together for Thanksgiving, my birthday was celebrated since my birthday usually fell 

either on, just before or just after Thanksgiving.  For as long as I can remember, I never 

liked turkey.  Even before I made the connection between Thanksgiving means turkey dinner or, 

when it was just a turkey sandwich at school.  When Thanksgiving would roll around, I would 

be complaining weeks in advance that I didn’t want turkey.  I wanted a special meal like 

everyone else gets for their birthday.  My sister always got to pick what she wanted for her 

birthday meal.  Finally, one year, my mom and grandmother surprised me.  I was about 12 

years old and it was one of the best birthday’s I had ever had.  They made me Sloppy Joes!  

Of course, I had some cranberry sauce, wild rice hotdish, and some mashed potatoes!  But I 

didn’t have to eat turkey!  Ever since then, my mom always brings Sloppy Joes for 

Thanksgiving to go along with the traditional feast. 

_________________________________________________________ 

The Untraditional Holiday Meal 

 When One thinks of holidays, one of the first things that comes to their mind is family 

and great meals.  This is also true when it comes to my thinking of most every major holiday; 

however the meal is not the traditional holiday meals many people have.  Take thanksgiving for 

instance, you pull up to grandma and grandpa’s house expecting turkey, mashed potatoes, 

stuffing, gravy, etc….but instead you walk in only to find out that they are ordering green mill 

pizza and then picking up a pint of dairy queen soft serve ice cream for dessert.  

Unfortunately this has become much to common on one of my family, and its not only for 

thanksgiving that green mill pizza is the main meal.  At least I always got the other side of 

my family to look forward to thankfully.  

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  



 

 

Thanksgiving Together 

 In my family we have always had the tradition of celebrating Thanksgiving together. I 

has become an almost competition who can bring the best food. We will all gather and compare 

who bought the best pie, or the best dressing or the best green bean casserole. It is all in 

good fun of course.  My family generally provides the turkey. Until my uncle decided to deep 

fry one, now he has become the turkey provider for the big meal. My wife has learned that it 

is best just to let everyone else think that their food is the best. That keeps the table side 

arguments down to a low grumble. 

_________________________________________________________ 

Turkey Leg 

I just move to live in Minnesota last summer. It has been a while for me to experience 

some Minnesotan food. I still remembered my first time go to the carnival near my friend’s 

house. I have been in a fair before but I have never been in a carnival. It reminded me of 

VietNam. I went with a group of friends. After enjoying all the games, we had lunch. We had 

to wait in the long line but it was our turn now. All my friends were done with their orders. I 

still looked around to choose the food. Suddenly, I saw a big fat leg that a guy was eating it. 

I have never seen a giant leg like this one before. I was thinking in my mind “what kind of 

leg is that?”. Abruptly, there was a voice cut through my thinking; that was the seller, she 

repeated the question: “what would you want to order?”. I hurriedly thought of a name and 

said :”Can I have a baby lamb leg?”. The seller look confused. She doesn’t know what I was 

saying. I repeated several times:”lame leg, lame leg…”. My accent wasn’t right so it make her 

more confusing. My friend started bursting out laughing. They have to ask me again :”what 

kind of animal do you  think it was?”. I responded :”lame!!”. They laughed again not just 

because of my misunderstanding but also my accent. So, they had to order for me. At last, I 

figure out it was turkey leg.  

The “lame leg” made a big impression on me. I like the meat especially when you dipped 

it with A-1. I know A-1 was the sauce for steak but I tried it with turkey before, it tasted 

differently. The meat was not too tough to chew but not too soft. The skin was awesome as 

well as the smoky smell. Grill turkey leg is a good food for many occasions such as fair, 

picnic, bbq, etc. Therefore, I want to introduce it to my family and cousin in Viet Nam.  

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VFW 

  Another Friday night dinner put on by the ladies of VFW Post 1720 in Grand Rapids.  After 

work I go up to help the ladies set up their dinner.  I watch in amazement as Wava Olson, 

age 78, and her “girls”, ages 57 to 70, are putting the finishing touches on their famous 

meatloaf dinner. Looking at the ash tray on the counter I can see they must have started 

around noon or so.  There are a few glasses of beer by the ash tray so I figure they’ve had a 

great afternoon.  They direct me to which pans, and in which order, I need to bring out to the 

tables. 

  By the time I get the food carried down the steep stairs the crowd is starting to gather.  

There’s the older guy that lives above the bakery.  He is wearing the same old brown sweater 

no matter what the weather is like outside.  Mae is next in line.  She has her hair fixed up 

like she’s ready for a good time.  She also has on her pearl necklace her deceased husband 

gave her in the 1960’s. There is Butch, fresh off a trip back from the Cities with a load of 

gasoline, making his way to the line. 

  I line up with the others to wait my turn for a plate of the famous meatloaf, potatoes and 

gravy. Wava piles two thick slices of meat loaf on my plate and one of her “girls” heaps a 

big spoon full of homemade potatoes on my plate.  I knew it was coming, but it’s still a shock 

when the gravy arrives.  Wava pours the gravy on everything.  Meatloaf, potatoes I can 

understand, but everything?  Green beans, part of the salad…everything gets it!  I find a seat 

by Butch and he tells me how the roads are from Rapids to the Cities.  Here comes the meat 

raffle guy trying to get us to buy the last 4 tickets.  Butch and I split the tickets, but hardly 

ever win. 

  I finish most of my dinner and go to thank Wava for another great meal.  She looks tired 

from working at the grocery store that day and then cooking dinner for 50 people, but she 

always has a quick smile for everyone. 

  “See you next Friday” Wava says as she gives me a hug. 

 _________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What will you eat? 

 In my family no particular food is the center of our family tradition, however food itself 

does center most of our gatherings.  

 For years whenever my Grandma Peterson asked me about my life she asks things like 

“What have you been up to?” is followed by the question “What did you eat?” When I went to 

prom the first question was not about the dress I wore of who my date was, she asked me 

what kind of food was there. This is something I did not notice was odd until I was older. It 

only makes sense when I understood what both of my grandparents did for a living. My 

Grandfather was a dealer of chemicals that clean dairy equipment and later worked for the U 

of M in the dairy department. He even won some sort of national butter award and his picture 

is still up in the wing of the building today. Big Shocker! He was the oldest man to get a 

quadruple bypass only to pass away a few years later of heart disease.  My Grandmother 

worked in the U of M Cafeteria. So their initial relationship was formed on their love of food. 

It should not be a surprise that our family revolves around food.  

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 


